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Um pouco sobre a 
minha proveniência …

• Orientação de alunos MSc e DSc no PESC/COPPE (>80)
• Bolsista de produtividade 1B do CNPq na Computação
• Coordenação de projetos financiados pelo CNPq, Faperj, 

Capes, Inria
• Membro de comitês no CNPq e Capes
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Um pouco sobre a 
minha proveniência
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HUB.RIO - CENTER OF EXCELLENCE IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OF THE STATE OF RIO DE JANEIRO

Information about the Hub.Rio initiative:
Prof. Guilherme Horta Travassos
Systems and Computer Engineering Program 
(+5521) 3938 8712 or ght@cos.ufrj.br55 anos antecipando o futuro

GOAL:
“Integrate the competence and
technical capacity of the scientific
and business community of Rio de
Janeiro and its partners to produce
innovation involving digital
transformation and artificial
intelligence techniques to meet the
challenges of the digital revolution.”



Por que 
Transparência?

Magri&e – La Trahison des Images ; Centre Pompidou 2016
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Metadata: 
Title: “Le Rêve” 
Painter: Henri Matisse
Year: 1940
Source: Matisses’ archive 

What is the provenance 
of the process?
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Metadata
Title: “The Dream” 
Painter: Henri Matisse
Year: 1940
Source: Matisses’ archive 

Stage photos from “Le Rêve” - Nice, Hotel Régina - Source: Archive Henri Matisse ; Expo: “Pairs et Series” Centre George Pompidou, ParisStage photos from “Le Rêve” - Nice, Hotel Régina - Source: Archive Henri Matisse ; Expo: “Pairs et Series” Centre George Pompidou, Paris

Provenance of the process
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You may or not agree, 
but has “provenance” 
(source data and 
transformations are 
available)



Transformações em Ciência de Dados

• Dado

• Informação

• Conhecimento

• Decisão
• Ação
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Gerência de Bases de Dados

Inteligência Artificial

Apoio à Decisão



Transparência em Ciência de Dados
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QUALIDADE CONFIANÇA EXPLICAÇÃO



How to trust these recommendations ?

• Felix Naumann, “Reflexions of a data skeptic” – ACM SIGMOD 
blog 2016
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Data Science ≠ML
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The Data Science Cake
Ingredients: 
50g statistics

120g linear algebra

200g programming

1kg visualisation

300g software 
engineering

Additional skills: 
creativity

out of the box thinking

grit

team spirit

© istock.com sasilsolutions

[Jens Di<rich 2018] - h<p://www.youtube.com/user/jensdit

http://www.youtube.com/user/jensdit


Data Science ≠ Machine Learning [Jens Dittrich] 

“Data Science ≠ Machine Learning: Some Thoughts on the Role of Data Management in the new AI-Tsunami” –
Jens Dittrich Keynote DEEM@SIGMOD 2018, (DEEM: Workshop on Data Management for End-to-End Machine Learning ) 



Data Science ≠ Machine Learning
and Provenance helps on this integration

Jens Dittrich “Data Science ≠ Machine Learning: Some Thoughts on the Role of Data 
Management in the new AI-Tsunami” -- Keynote DEEM@SIGMOD 2018, June 2018 

eScience

provenance

Scientific ML
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Palestra Prof. Altigran
Soares (UFAM): 
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=N43528
a23xo&t=1279s

Adaptação Altigran Soares de:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N43528a23xo&t=1279s


Deep Learning workflow

Final Model: trust? Explain?
Provenance SupporMng Hyperparameter Analysis in Deep
Neural Networks (Débora Pina, Liliane Kunstmann, Daniel 
de Oliveira, Patrick Valduriez, Marta Ma<oso)   IPAW 202119
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Transparency?

• The recipe for cooking a dish may be the same
• Recipe instructions execution (n variations) 

• How long took the first step ?
• What was used to guarantee slow cooking ?
• What substitutions were made ? 
• Were all steps followed? 
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The recipe for cooking a dish may be the same
Recipe instruc7ons execu7on (n varia7ons) 

• Ingredients
• Recipe
• Result 

is not enough to answer provenance 
queries

Recipe is 
Transparency?

Provenance queries:
• How long took the first step ?
• What was used to guarantee slow 

cooking ?
• What substitutions were made ? 
• Were all steps followed? 
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The recipe for cooking a dish may be the same
Recipe instructions execution (n variations) 

• The trace that registers the execution is 
the provenance

• The intermediate association between 
ingredients, their transformations and 
the final result is the provenance

• Choosing the best variation benefits from 
provenance data analysis 

• The best variation decision is supported 
by provenance data record 

Provenance Data
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Scientific Experiment: agents, entities, activities

Intermediate data

DB

result
input data
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Scientific Experiment: activities

• Processes
• Data Transformations
• Scripts
• Workflows
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ScienFfic Experiment: enFFes

• Data
• Files
• Databases
• Documents
• Images
• Logs
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ScienFfic Experiment: agents

• People
• Teams
• Organizations
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Scientific Experiment: agents, entities, activities

Intermediate data

DB

result
input data

Implicit relaEonship between objects 
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Data Science / management ignore activities

DB

• Data cleaning
• Machine Learning
• KDD
• DBMS, key-value, text
• Data Lakes 
• Polystores

relaEonships are lost
29



Provenance: traces agents, entities, activities

Intermediate data

DB

result
input data
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Automated Management of Deep Learning
Experiments

Gharib Gharibi, Vijay Walunj, Rakan Alanazi, Sirisha Rella, Yugyung Lee
ggk89@mail.umkc.edu

University of Missouri-Kansas City
Kansas City, MO

ABSTRACT
Developing a deep learning model is an iterative, experimen-
tal process that produces tens to hundreds of models before
arriving at a satisfactory result. While there has been a surge
in the number of software tools that aim to facilitate deep
learning, the process of managing the models and their ar-
tifacts is still surprisingly challenging and time-consuming.
Existing model-management solutions are either tailored for
commercial platforms or require signi�cant code changes. In
this paper, we introduce a lightweight system, named Mod-
elKB, that can automatically extract and manage the model’s
metadata and provenance information (e.g., the used datasets
and hyperparameters). Our overarching goal is to automate
the management of deep learning experiments with minimal
user intervention. Moreover, ModelKB provides a stepping
stone to facilitate model selection and reproducibility.

KEYWORDS: Data management, deep learning, software
automation

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not
made or distributed for pro�t or commercial advantage and that copies bear
this notice and the full citation on the �rst page. Copyrights for components
of this work owned by others than ACMmust be honored. Abstracting with
credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior speci�c permission and/or a fee. Request
permissions from permissions@acm.org.
DEEM’30, June 30, 2019, Amsterdam, Netherlands
© 2019 Association for Computing Machinery.
ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6797-4/19/06. . . $15.00
https://doi.org/10.1145/3329486.3329495
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gyung Lee. 2019. Automated Management of Deep Learning Ex-
periments. In International Workshop on Data Management for End-
to-End Machine Learning (DEEM’30), June 30, 2019, Amsterdam,
Netherlands. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 4 pages. https://doi.org/10.
1145/3329486.3329495

1 INTRODUCTION
Background: Deep learning [8] has improved the state-of-
the-art results in an ever-growing number of domains such
as computer vision, speech recognition, and business analyt-
ics. A deep learning model, also known as deep neural network
(DNN), can be de�ned as a mapping function that maps raw
input data (e.g., images) to the desired output (e.g., classi�ca-
tion labels) by optimizing a speci�c metric (e.g., minimizing
a loss function) typically using an iterative approach, such
as stochastic gradient descent.
The key aspect of deep learning is that it can automati-

cally learn the features of the input data and map them to the
desired output using large amounts of data without human
intervention (e.g., feature engineering). Given a prediction
task, the practitioner (e.g., data scientist) starts by specify-
ing a dataset, the target output, and a proper optimization
metric. Then, she builds a DNN architecture, either from
scratch or reusing an existing DNN, and then repeatedly ad-
justs the architecture and its hyperparameters (e.g., number
of layers, learning rate) until reaching a satisfactory result.
Due to limited knowledge on how DNNs work, adjusting
the hyperparameters is done in a heuristic trial-and-error
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Por que fazer essa 
organização de 

dados não é 
trivial?
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Hierarquia de memória

33© Prof. Dr. Jens Dittrich - http://www.youtube.com/user/jensdit



DB Buffer

34© Prof. Dr. Jens Di<rich - h<p://www.youtube.com/user/jensdit
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Hierarquia de memória
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Hierarquia de memória
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RDMA – Remote 
Direct Memory 

Access 

• Enables direct memory access from the 
memory of one host or server to the memory of 
another host or server without involving the 
CPU.

https://media.fs.com/images/community/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/RDMA-Technology.jpg



Persistent or 
Non Vola.le

Memory 
(PMEM) 



Persistent or 
Non Vola.le

Memory 
(PMEM) 



TPU, TCU, NPU (tensor procs) & 
DBMS @Sigmod 2022 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.07552.pdf


Disciplinas ligadas a 
Engenharia/Bancos

de dados 
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Why use 
provenance?

Provenance enables 
scientists to reason about 
results 
• to assess how many trial-and-error 

paths produced a particular result 
• how a given result was derived
• which processes led to a given 

result

Juliana Freire, David Koop, Emanuele Santos, and Cláudio T Silva. 2008. Provenance for 
computa/onal tasks: A survey. Comput. Sci. Engineer. 10, 3 (2008), 11–21

Intermediate 
data

DB

resultinput 
data
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It is worth 
collecting 

provenance!

Provenance enables 
scientists to fine-tune 
during the experiment
•monitoring
•debugging
• adap/ng
•trust
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Silva V, Souza R, Camata J, de Oliveira D, Valduriez P, Coutinho AL, Mattoso M. Capturing
provenance for runtime data analysis in computational science and engineering applications. 
InInternational Provenance and Annotation Workshop (IPAW) 2018 
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Obrigada!!!

PROV: 
show me your data

Human-in-the-loop

Computing in the 
continuum

M Raissi, P Perdikaris, GE Karniadakis, Physics-informed 
neural networks: A deep learning framework, Journal of 
ComputaBonal Physics 378, 686-707, 2019

Stage photos from “Le Rêve” -
Source: Archive Henri Matisse ; 
Expo: “Pairs et Series” Centre 
George Pompidou, Paris

PROV

PINNs

Chard R, Babuji Y, Li Z, Skluzacek T, Woodard A, Blaiszik
B, Foster I, Chard K. 
funcX: A Federated Function Serving Fabric for Science. 
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Thanks to Provenance Collabs
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The problem of model selec7on

50

Model architecture

Hyperparameters fine tuning 
during training The configuration search space

Growth Rate, #layers in the dense block



Searching Configura7on Space
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AutoML
e.g.: grid Search, random, Bayesian

Interactive Human-In-the-Loop



The CEREBRO framework

Intermittent

Human-in-the-loop


(Our Approach)Add/stop/ 
resume configs
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Figure 1: A)AutoML-basedmodel selection. B) Interactive human-in-the-loopmodel selection. C)Our paradigmof intermi�ent
human-in-the-loop model selection. D) Qualitative comparison of di�erent paradigms.

and thus, we focus on DL for now. But it is readily applicable to any
other ML model family too. A short video of our demonstration
can be found here: https://youtu.be/K3THQy5McXc.

2 TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS
2.1 New Paradigm for Model Selection
Our intermittent human-in-the-loop paradigm breaks the false
dichotomy of AutoML-based and interactive human-in-the-loop
model selection. It is motivated by both observations about model
selection practice [6] and our experience in training DL models for
public health applications [7]. It starts similar to the AutoML-based
paradigm where the user speci�es the search space and picks a
canned AutoML procedure like Grid, Random, or even a more ad-
vanced one like HyperOpt. However, instead of passively waiting
by just consuming the results of explored con�gs, we enable the
user to steer the model selection process. User can now create new
individual con�gs or batch of con�gs using a re�ned search space,
stop running con�gs, and resume stopped con�gs.

Creating new con�gs outside the control of the AutoML pro-
cedure enables the user to inject human intuition into the overall
model selection process. New con�gs can also be created by �rst
cloning an existing con�guration along with its trained parameters
and then by tweaking only some of the hyper-parameters like learn-
ing rate or batch size. Users can use this feature to make the model
training adaptable based on human intuition. They can also dynam-
ically reprioritize the training of some con�gs over the others by
using the stop and resume feature. Thus, as shown in Figure 1 (D)
our paradigm can seamlessly navigate the exploration throughput
and human intuition usage tradeo� space based on the available
user interaction level. In a sense our approach ful�ls the desire for
“dialogue with the algorithms” we have heard from many ML/DL
practitioners, except neither party is forced to respond promptly.

2.2 UIs for Intermittent Speci�cation
System UI provides graphical controls that enable the user to per-
form intermittent human-in-the-loop model selection. It is imple-
mented using Python Dash visualization library and runs in a web
browser which makes it portable. It is integrated with a backend
REST API to perform the user-requested actions.

The user will start interacting with our system by either picking
a canned ML model from a roster or by uploading a Python script
de�ning a custom ML model using the UI shown in Figure 2 (A).
We currently support 4 popular DL models in our roster: ResNet50,
MobileNet, BERT-base, and DistilBert. New models can be easily

added to the roster. Also, the custom script option can support
arbitrary Keras models. After picking a model, the user will be then
prompted with the UI shown in Figure 2 (B) to specify a name,
description, AutoML search procedure, names of features and label
columns, the path to the training data, and the maximum number
of training epochs for any model. If a custom script is uploaded, the
user is required to specify the entry point function name in that
script. This entry point function should take a dictionary of con�g
values as input and return a compiled Keras model as output. The
user is also required to specify the search spaces for the available
con�gs. The list of available con�gs is �xed for a canned model.
For a custom model, it can be de�ned manually. After specifying
these values, the user can launch the model selection workload.
While the workload is running, the user can visualize model train-
ing and validation metrics, such as loss and accuracy, through an
embedded TensorBoard UI as shown in Figure 2 (C). User can also
add/stop/resume con�gs using the controls shown in Figure 2 (D) or
create a new drill-down workload on a re�ned search space using
the UI shown in Figure 2 (E).

2.3 Decoupled System Architecture
Our paradigm translates to two key system design decisions: (1)
decoupling the speci�cation of what con�gs to explore from sched-
uling their training and (2) being able to multiplex the training of
many con�gs on the �y on the same cluster. Otherwise, it is simply
not possible to run multiple model selection workloads at the same
time or even increase the model selection throughput of a single
workload without provisioning more resources. While resource
provisioning has become easy with cloud computing, cloud users
also often need to limit their resource usages due to cost concerns.
For others like domain science users, it may be simply not possible
to provision more resources such as in �xed-sized campus clusters.

We implement our paradigm in C������. C������ uses a novel
parallel execution strategy for stochastic gradient descent (SGD)-
based training (e.g., like in DL) called model hopper parallelism
(MOP) that ensures SGD properties. SGD reads training data se-
quentially and repeats it for several iterations. A single iteration is
also called an epoch of training. MOP breaks a single epoch of train-
ing on partitioned data into multiple sub-units called sub-epochs; a
sub-epoch operates on a single data partition. Given a set of con-
�gs, MOP schedules them using an epoch-level scheduling template
where all con�gs are trained for the current epoch before training
the next epoch for any con�g. Also, it multiplexes the training of
the con�gs by asynchronously scheduling sub-epochs on workers.

2
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Li L, Nakandala S, Kumar A. Intermittent human-in-the-loop model selection using cerebro: a demonstration. 
Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment. 2021 Jul 1;14(12):2687-90.


